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| MEMORANDUM FOR: C. I. Grimes, Director
! Comanche Peak Project Division

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
-

,.

FROM: R. F. Warnick, Assistant Director
for Inspection Programs

Comanche Peak project Division
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK CHRONOLOGY FOR 1989 i

i

The 1989 Comanche Peak chronology for April, May, and June is

enclosed. If you recognize any significant activitice that we have

failed to include in the chronology, please let me know and we will

add them. ;

RFU)A
R. F. Warnick, Assistant Director

for Inspection Programs'

Comanche Peak Project Division
i Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: Comanche Peak Chronology ;

-
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COMANCHE PEAK CHRONOLOGY - 1989 --

|

4/3 Warnick, Livermore, and Stanish met with Finneran and
Fonseca to discuss TUE findings on welding fit-up sampling
and proposed TUE actions. TUE proposed QC inspection of
ASME future "hard" fit ups. NRC felt that was a minimal
commitment. TUE had not reviewed the results of
surveillances.

4/4 NRC exit. Earlier in the day the NRC held a practice dry
run.

4/5 TUE began the HPT.

4/5 Livermore and Birmingham met with TUE to discuss an SDAR
on cable tray butt welds.

4/5 Warnick, Wiebe, Bitter, Runyan, and Latta attended the RIV
resident inspector seminar.

4/6 Staff Moeting.

4/6 Conference call with Crutchfield & HQ staff.
4/6 Meeting'in HQ between TUE and NRC to discuss the proposed

deletion of the natural circulation preop test.

4/6 Meeting in HQ between TUE and NRC to discuss TUE proposed
changes (reduction) to the power ascension testing
program.

4/6 Warnick, Livermore, Stanish, and Graham met with Hogg and
Fonseca to discuss TUE's review of 4950 pipe support
reconciliations.

4/7 Warnick, Livermore, phillips, Latta, and Burris met with
Hogg, Scanlon, Guldemond and others on the AFW bolt

' issues.

4/7 Livermore, Burris, and Phillips met with Guldemond on the
DG fuel oil tanks.

4/7 Livermore and Runyan met with Muffet and others to discuss
proposed changes to HVAC procedures.

4/7 Warnick and Livermore met with Streeter to discuss QA
organizational changes and actions to improve the emphasis
on quality. '

i
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4/10 Entrance meeting for the second team inspection of the
PCNVP/ CAP led by Norkin.

4/10 Warnick, Livermore, and Phillips met with Hogg, Muffet and !

Guldemond to discuss the Station Service Water and Code V
procurements.

4/10-12 Lyons and DeGrassi onsite for DG review. No exit.

4/10-12 Ron Caldwell and Barry Manili were onsite to look at
facility security. )

4/10-13 Norkin onsite for second CAP team inspection. Exit on
4/13. Some follow-up inspection effort took. place through
4/21.

4/12 Warnick, Wiebe, and Burris met with C. Scott and D. Daly -

to discuss the change in Startup management.

'

4/12 Warnick met with Burner to discuss the performance of a
i superintendent who was the subject of an allegation. ,

4/12 Warnick, Wiebe, and Burris attended a meeting between
|

Caldwell (RIV) and Manili (NRR) and Cahill, Bruner, Scott,'

,

and other TUE management to discuss security lockdown.

4/13 Staff meeting.,

[

4/13 Warnick attended the TUE meeting to discuss the yellow'

book.^

4/13 Exit meeting for the second CAP team inspection by the 1

NRC. A pre-exit meeting was held. )

4/13

4/14 Warnick attended the TUE Senior Management meeting.

; 4/14 Warnick and Livermore met with Dave McAffee to discuss
surveillances by QA. >

4/17 John Whittemore of RIV was onsite. No exit. -

t

4/17 Bruner met with Phillips to discuss the SSW coatir.g
I removal issues. Warnick and Livermore attended.'

.

4/17 Jack Hicks and Calder met with the NRC to provide an.

| update on the status of DCA/CRs.'

.
.
*

*

;
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4/17-21 Inspection of environmental protection by Blair Nicholas-

(RIV). The entrance and exit were attended by Warnick. '

4/17-28 :-

4/17-20 Burris in HQ for NRR industry meeting. |
'

|

4/18 TUE met with the NRC to discuss construction engineers
originating DCAs in HVAC. '

4/18-19 Warnick in RIII to teach one segment of the Fundamentals
of Inspection training course.

4/20 Staff meeting.
-

.

4/20 Peter Stevens met with Warnick, Livermore, and others to +

| brief the NRC on Engineering Acceptance Procedure ,

walkdowns (EAPs)..

t
'

4/20 TUE met with Warnick, Livermore, and others to discuss NF ,

supports. j

k 4/20 Warnick met with Jim Kelley to discuss operations /NRC l
'|

interface and the value of a periodic meeting (perhaps
e monthly). ;

!.

4/21 Warnick and Livermore met with Cahill, Bruner, and Scott ,

to discuss current topics. ,

.' 4/21 Muffett, Hogg, and Harrison met with Warnick, Livermore,
and Stanish to discuss the recently identified problem of
containment liner attachment welds not being magnetic ,

particle tested.

' - 4/21 Terry Tyler and Guldemond met with Warnick and Livermore
to discuss projected st ffing levels at fuel load. ;

4/21 Warnick and Livermore met with Streeter and Deviney to
discuss surveillances.

.

4/24 TUE met with Warnick, Livermore and others to discuss the
negative findings of some recent walkdowns and
surveillances. ,

t

'4/24 TUE conducted the VT2 hot hydro test of the RCS.

4/24-27 C.C. Williams onsite for VT-2 test.

. _ - _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ ._ _ _ _. __
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4/25-27 Bitter at South Texas to observe an emergency drill that
{

'

involved participation by RIV.
|

4/26 C.C. Williams, Livermore, and Hale met with Mike Skaggs i

and others to discuss the VT-2 Heise gage calibration
error. ;

4/26-27 McKee und Lyons onsite for an allegation review committee :
meetings.

4/27 conference call with Crutchfield and HQ. !

4/27 Staff meeting. !

4/27 Allegation Review committee meeting.
1

4/27 Williams and Warnick met with Skaggs and others of TUE to i

discuss the process for gathering and submitting ASME
NIS2 forms.

4/27 Warnick, Livermore, and Wlobe met with Joe Donahue and !

others to discuss the AFW check valve backleakage event.

| 4/28 Warnick met with John French, Warren Nye, and another '

L consultant to answer questions concerning TU Electric work
and NRC perceptions.

! 4/26 The NRC walked down part of the AFW system piping to .

I observe evidence of check valve backleakage. '

4/28 Warnick, Livermore, and Phillips met with Lowe, Streeter,
Jenkins, Guldemond, Heatherly, and others to discuss
Phillips concerns with Code V procurements.

'
5/1 Warnick attended the TUE transition team meeting.

5/1 Warnick, Wiebe, and Burris met with A. Scott to discuss i

operations topics. ,

J 5/1 Warnick and Livermore met with Muffet and Guldemond on |
TUE's responsp to the SWEC design calc violations.

'

.

.{ ../1 Warnick, Livermore, and Phillips met with Jenkins,# '

Streeter, Guldemond and others on code V procurement
;< findings.-

5/1-2 Crutchfield, McKee, and Quay were onsite for a plant tour
meetings with TUE and the NRC staff. :

5/1-12

m
4

.. - . - - . . - . .~ ~ - - . . - .. ..-. _ . - - - -. .-. . - - ,-
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5/2 NRC exit meeting for the April inspection. A pre-exit dry
run was held earlier in the day.

'

5/2 Peter Stevens met with Livermore and Stanish to discuss *

questions on the EAPs. ,

5/2-5 Dean Chaney (RIV) was onsite for a Radwaste/ Rad Prot
inspection - Wiebe attended the exit on 5/5.

5/3 Crutchfield, McKee, Quay, and Warnick met with Msrtin,
,

Callan, Milhoan, Montgomery, and Beach to discuss future 4

CPSES staffing and the transition from NER to RIV, i

i

5/3 An AIT was designated to inspect TUE's actions to
investigate and correct the APW check valves exhibiting i

backleakage. '

5/4 Warnick, Livermere, Stanish, Runyan, and Dale met with -

Guldemend and other TUE staff to discuss the HVAC turning
'

vane problems.
!

5/4 Conference call and staff meeting.

5/4 Warnick, Livermore, and AIT team members met with Joe .

Donahue and other TUE staf f to discuss the AFW check valve
follow-up actions.

5/5 Livermore attended the transition team meeting.

5/8 Livermore attended the transition team meeting.
,

5/8-9 Warnick was in HQ to attend a TUE/NRC meeting on 5/9 on
U-2 completion enhancements.

5/8-12 Special QA inspection.

5/9 1UE submitted its response to the CASE dispute.

5/9 Livermore attended weekly 8 a.m. engineering management
meeting.

5/10 Livermore attended the TUE transition team' meeting.
,

-5/11 Staff meeting. -

|
;-

| 5/11 Conference call.
1

5/12 Warnick and Livermore met with Streeter, Guldemond, Muf fet
or SWEC design calc response.

5/12 Some NRC employees were tested by TUE for drug usage.

1

l

_ __ , - . _ _
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-5/15-20 Ron Caldwell and Jim Kelley conducted a security
inspection. ,

i 5/15 Livermore attended the transition team inspection.

.'
5/15 Warnick, Livermore, and Runyan met with Guldemond and Dave .'

Barry on MT of containment' liner welds by CBSI.

5/15 AIT inspection. Daily meeting with TUE task force. Had
Nick Fields, Melinda Malloy, and Jai Rajan from HQ onsite
to participate. Involvjng one or more daily meetings with *

TUE. ,

t

5/16 Warnick and Hale attended the Senior. QA Overview Committee
meeting.

5/16 Phillips met with TUE to discuss U-2 SSW coating removal.

5/16 Warnick attended the weekly TUE Operational Readiness
*

meeting.

5/16 Warnick, Livermore, and Wiebe met with Lance Terry and '
some of his staff to review plans for which buildings will
remain in the protected arca after fuel load.

5/16 High 91nds and rain caused ev+auation from temporary
construction buildings, lose 4L 1 line of offsite 13.8 kV
power, roof to be blown off 45x65 building, and collapse
of primary Met tower.

5/17 PN on wind (tornado) damage.

5/17 RFW to RIV for allegation meet.ing with Montgomery,
Milhoan, and Bill Brown.

5/17 Monthly meeting - R. F. Warnick, J. S. Wiebe with Cahill,
Bruner, Scott, and Beck. ,

5/18 Staff meeting.

5/22 Don Ehat met with R. F. Warnick to obtain NRC perceptions
of the NRC/TUE licensing interface.

5/23 Warr.ick, Wiebe, and Burris met with Daly and Hornak to
receive an explanation of the process TUE is following to
establish the scope of the preop tests that will be
repeated and the justification of those that will not be
repeated.

5/23 Wiebe .aet with TUE to discuss operations trending program,

, . _ __ _ -__ _ __
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5/23 Warnick, Livermore, and Runyan met with Cahill, Bruner,
Muffet, and other TUE staff in a meeting which was open to i
the public to discuss results of the walkdowns of some
23000 pipe supports. Representatives of CASE were in
attendance.

5/24 Warnick, Livermore, and Runyan met with Hogg, McAffee, and
others to discuss the results of MT through paint of the ,

containment liner attachment welds.
!

5/24 Warnick and Wiebe met with Deviney and Guldemond to
discuss. implementation of the operational QA program 90

,

days before OL. i

5/25 Staf f meetir.g.

5/25 Livermore attended the TUE management meeting to discuss
the tracking curves in the yellow book.

5/26 Warnick and Livermore met with Hogg and Guldemond to
discuss the NRC not being notified of two meetings on AFW
check valves. TUE indicated there was no intent to exclude
the NRC.

5/30 Warnick and Livermore met with Gttney and Thero to discuss
-CASE concerns with TUE's efforts to MT thru paint the
containment liner attachment welds.

5/30 Warnick met with Guldemond, Aycock, and Calder to discuss
TUE tracking curves of work to be completed before fuel
load.

5/31 Warnick, Wiebe, Burris, and Bitter met with Scott to
discuss current operations issues.

,

5/31 Warnick, Wiebe, and Burris met with Kelley, Wieland, and
Laughlin to discuss operations activities and current NRC
concerns / questions.

5/31 Warnick, Phillips, and Stanish met with Fonseca, Jenkins,
Harrington, and Diane Stewart to learn about the TUE
corrosion / erosion monitoring program.

5/31 Warnick, Livermore, and Stanish met with Harrison and
other TUE staff to discuss the latest information on MT
thru paint and a test to show that cracks can be detected
thru paint.

.

6/1 Conference call and staff meeting.

,

, . . . - . . , , , , , - , - . - . .- , . - . . . . . ,
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6/1 Jeanna Higgins and L: aa Ouoley were onsite to review ;
plans for relocation the NRC office to within the'

protected area. i

6/2 Livermore and Stanish met with Obald and other TU Electric .

staff to discuss the NRC Bulletin 79-14 walkdown results.
6/2 Livermore and Stanish met with Obald and other TU Electric

staff to discuss the NF boundary to be applied to Unit 2. '

6/5-9 Bruce Earnest and Jerry Everett were onsite to participate
'

in a security inspection. They also participated in an
emergency preparedness appraisal. Wiebe attended the ;

entrance on 6/5 and both Wiebe and Warnick attended the '

exit on 6/9.

6/5-9 Larry Ricketson and Ron Baer were onsite to participate in
the Radiation Protection inspection. Warnick and Wiebe
attended the exit on 6/9.

6/5-9 Nomen Terc, Rosemary Hogan, Michael Stein, David Shultz, ,

and Greg Stoetzel were onsite to perform an emergency
preparedness appraisal. Jerry Everett and Bruce Earnest
also participated in the appraisal part-time. Wiebe
attended the entrance on 6/5 and both Warnick and Wiebe
attended the exit on 6/9.

6/5 Livermore, Wiebe, and Burris attended the TUE ILRT project
meeting for information and monitoring. :

6/5 Warnick, Livermore, Wiebe, and Phillips met with Streeter,
.

Lowe, Jenkins, and other TUE staff to discuss Procurement.

6/6 NRC exit for the monthly resident inspections. A pre-exit
dry run was held earlier in the day. The exit was
attended by David Real of the Dallas Mori. dog News and Edna

,

Ottney of CASE.

6/6 Livermore and Stanish met with Berry and other TUE staff
on NRC Bulletin 79-14 surveillance walkdowns.

6/6 Livermore and members of the AIT met with TUE staff on the
AFW cold penetration concrete cracks.

6/6-7 Melinda Malloy and others from Headquarters were onsite to
.audit the SPDS. Wiebe accompanied the audit team and '

attended the exit on 6/7. .
6/7 Jack Roe of HQs was onsite to talk to the NRC inspectors,

tour the plant, and talk to TUE management about
mair.tenance, operators, training, requalification

. . . - ._._ _ __
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examinations, readiness for fuel load, and human factors. i

Wiebe accompanied Roe on his plant tour and discussions.

6/8 Conference call and staff meeting. ''

6/8 Walker and Lowe met with Warnick to discuss Engineering I
Assurance organization changes. .

6/9 Warnick, Livermore, and some of the AIT met with Hogg,
Donahue, L. Terry, Bruner, Bagale, and others to discuss
NRC concerns with TUEs documentation and handling of the ;AFP check valve precursor event on 4/5 or 6. ;

6/12-16 Tom McKernon was onsite to conduct a 2513 pre-OL
inspection (36301 and 41301).

6/13 Jeanna Higgins and Linda ousley (RIV) were onsite with a
Contel representative to review the proposed location of
phones in the new NRC building within the protected area.

6/13 The AIT, Grimes, and Warnick attended a TUE meeting in
which the TUE task force briefed Cahill and Bruner on the
Status of the TUE AFW check valve investigation.

6/13 Grimes, Warnick, and Livermore met with Cahill, Bruner,
and Walker to discuss tae NRC concerns with the TUE "

handling of the AFW check valve precursor event of 4/6/89
(failure co document adequately, failure to inform TUE
supervision and management, failure to bring up after a
second and third event, failure to communicate between
shifts, inadequate log entries, failure to recognize and
declare the three valves out of service, and failure to
TUE to identify until the NRC asked questions about the
precursor event).

6/14 Grimes, Warnick, and Wiebe met with Scott and Walker to
discuss the NRC concerns with the TUE handling of the AFW
check valve precursor event.

.

6/15 Conference call and staff meeting.

6/15 Warnick, Livermore, and Hale met with Bob Spence, Phil
Halstead, and other TUE staff to discuss Repair Procedure
Sheets.

6/16 Warnick, Wiebe, and Bitter attended McKernon's exit
meeting.

6/16 The AIT conducted the inspection exit. CASE attended.

.- . - - -
- . ._ - . - . - ~ . - . --
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6/19 Livermore and Phillips met with Sullivan and other TUE
staff to discuss U-2 SSW coating removal. !

6/19 Warnick, Wiebe, Burris, Bitter, and Birmingham met with
Scott, Kelley, Daly, Blevins, and Ellis to discuss

Jproposed changes involving Startup and Performance 1

Evaluation.

6/19 Warnick, Wiebe, Burris, and Bitter met. with Zwolinski,. ;
Fields, Ashe, Ramirez, and Grual to r_.scuss the purpose of '

Zwolinski's visit to the site and to discuss the site
NRC's percepticasaof TUE's readiness to operate the plant.

6/20 Zwoliaski, Ashe, Ramirez, Grual, and Fields were onsite to
meet with operations personael, assess TUE readiness for
FL, and to discuss some open TS/FSAR issues.

6/20 Luncheon to honor Shannon Phillips prior to his
retirement.

,

6/21 TUE staff met with some of the NRC onsite staff to update
the NRC on the status of AIR Com and the status of the ;

calibration laboratory issues.

6/23 The NRC onsite staff moved into the new office building
inside the protected area.

1

6/26 Halstead briefed Warnick on a recent stop work order on
Westinghouse weld repairs on the DG air tanks. (Too wide
of weld weave).

6/26-27 Norkin was onsite to make preparations for the third team
inspection of CAP /PCHVP.

6/26-28 Ray Azua and Jeet Singh were onsite to inspect TUE
readiness to perform the integrated leak rate test.

6/26-29 Lyons onsite for allegation review committee meeting and
resolution of technical concerns.

6/27 Warnick, Livermore, Runyan, Hale, and Birmingham met with
Dick Berry, Obaid, Noss, And other TUE staff to discuss
three procurements (N&C codes) identified by Phillips. |

6/17-29 McKee was onsite for allegation review committee meeting
and other technical / management work.

6/28 Allegation review committee meeting.

6/29- Warnick, McKee, and Hale attended the TUE Senior QA
Overview Committee meeting.

6/30 Warnick met with Gu3demond to discuss current major issues
and outstanding actions.

t
._ ,_ . _ . - _ .-_ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - - - - - - _ _


